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Welcome to VR Boxing Workout, the virtual reality gym in your living room.

With this game you can perform different types of boxing workout burning a lot of calories 5d3b920ae0
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No, just no. Do not waste your money on this one. Spent 5 mintues playing with it a day quit. Just no content here worth
buying.. It's not an early access, but it's very buggy and barely usable, and totally miss contents. I own Modbox (you can boxe
with a bag) and The Thrill of the Fight, both are hugely better than this one. Unfortunately I can't suggest to anyone.. - Pricey
for content. - Not "workout" enough to be called "VR BOXING WORKOUT" - Multiple other better things to go to. - Boring
1/5 Not a good workout game like the title implies, there are 3 things you can do, box a torso, hit a punching bag, or hit a
smaller punching bag. None of which make for a good workout in any way. If you liked this review Click here and follow for
more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. Sucks. Crappy environment,
singular position, 2 punching pages. That's it. You can more or less fabricate this experience inside any of VR game that
features tracked motion controllers. You buy it because of the picture of the lady in the icon. She exists only as a poorly scaled
jpeg texture on the wall you cannot locomote too. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsAiSBvEOk. No, just no. Do not waste
your money on this one. Spent 5 mintues playing with it a day quit. Just no content here worth buying.. - Pricey for content. -
Not "workout" enough to be called "VR BOXING WORKOUT" - Multiple other better things to go to. - Boring 1/5 Not a good
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workout game like the title implies, there are 3 things you can do, box a torso, hit a punching bag, or hit a smaller punching bag.
None of which make for a good workout in any way. If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR
titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. It's not that bad for what it is. I like the bag speed
challenge. The strength challenge doesn't really work which makes sense as you aren't actually making contact with the dummy.
If Thrill of the Fight adds heavy bag and speed bag training this will be obsolete. Until then this is an ok option for a quick
workout with a virtual heavy bag. Heck it was under 7 bucks I think it's worth that.. It's not that bad for what it is. I like the bag
speed challenge. The strength challenge doesn't really work which makes sense as you aren't actually making contact with the
dummy. If Thrill of the Fight adds heavy bag and speed bag training this will be obsolete. Until then this is an ok option for a
quick workout with a virtual heavy bag. Heck it was under 7 bucks I think it's worth that.. It's not an early access, but it's very
buggy and barely usable, and totally miss contents. I own Modbox (you can boxe with a bag) and The Thrill of the Fight, both
are hugely better than this one. Unfortunately I can't suggest to anyone.. Sucks. Crappy environment, singular position, 2
punching pages. That's it. You can more or less fabricate this experience inside any of VR game that features tracked motion
controllers. You buy it because of the picture of the lady in the icon. She exists only as a poorly scaled jpeg texture on the wall
you cannot locomote too. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsAiSBvEOk
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